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Foreword
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The business travel sector is experiencing considerable 
disruption, and traditional travel management 
programmes are being pressured by distribution 
changes, traveller demands, new entrants and more 
sophisticated supplier marketing through the use of 
effective data. 

In times of dramatic change, having some perspective 
can be a really useful thing – you can’t see the picture 
if you’re in the frame. We hope to bring you some 
perspective in this report, commissioned through the 
business travel experts at Festive Road. 

Finding your place as travel managers of the future will 
require continued perspective and an evolving strategy. 
Part of that strategy should include an effective, flexible 
and robust payment solution. I hope that Barclaycard 
can continue to provide you with both the perspective 
you need and the solutions you require.

 
Helen Hodgkinson 
Channel Manager – Business Travel

I have been witness to the dramatic changes occurring 
in our sector through my work with both UK and global 
travel buyer associations. There is also a huge amount 
of information out there about some of the specific 
issues affecting our industry right now. If you want 
to know more about the effect of Airbnb on the hotel 
sector and business traveller needs, just Google it and 
plenty will come up. 

But I rarely see anything which tries to bring all of the 
moving parts into one picture, and even more rarely  
attempts to envision future travel management  
ecosystems for the travel buyers out there. 

This report, based on a study of field research, intends 
to provide the big picture and direction for buyers 
looking for their place in the new world. 

I applaud Barclaycard for commissioning this report  
and hope that it will stimulate debate and focus on 
future strategy.

Paul Tilstone 
Founder and CEO, Festive Road



The changing business travel landscape poses 
many challenges to corporations and those within 
them who are responsible for procuring, controlling 
and managing business travel expenditure. But 
understanding what influences these changes in 
the first place can be difficult when you’re working 
through the effects of those challenges every day. 

This paper seeks to provide some clarity on the challenges, 
their impact and a future vision of evolving travel management 
ecosystems. It also provides some pointers on perspectives 
and next steps for those responsible for travel management 
and travel management policies. 

Specific changes to supply and demand are fuelled by an 
increased velocity in developing technology and will be 
exacerbated by the mobile revolution – threatening the 
traditional control mechanisms used in managing business 
travel today. The revolution is also seen in the world of 
payment – ensuring that payment providers can offer far 
more sophisticated future solutions for control. 

Payment and expense management is the underlying basis of 
effective travel management, but there are two further levels 
of evolving travel management structure. 

Firstly, there’s the fundamental platform of travel 
management, which sets the tone for the building blocks  
of the whole programme. This can take one of two forms:

• a corporation-focused or enterprise-centric 
 management based on traditional procurement, policy 
 and compliance – we call this the Commanding 
 approach

• a person-centric, trust-based management which 
 sets the scene for a more relaxed programme 
 based on a sense of corporate citizenship – we call 
 this the Liberating approach 

Once you understand the fundamental platform, you 
should consider further inputs regarding the so-called 
‘strategic persona’ of your organisation to help devise an 
optimal travel management programme. These reflect 
the emerging key stakeholder groups in modern travel 
management – HR, risk, finance, IT and marketing, and  
their different objectives:

• a risk-based, outsourcing approach, called The Mitigator

• a traveller-need, servicing-focused approach, called 
 The Concierge, and

• an all-encompassing, mobility-focused, holistic 
 approach, called The Holist

The fundamental platform combined with the strategic 
persona establishes a travel management ecosystem in 
its entirety. Determining whether you are a ‘Commanding-
Mitigator’ or a ‘Liberating-Concierge’ will help to clarify the 
objectives and focus for the future strategy and travel policies 
you need to succeed in an ever-changing travel management 
landscape.

Executive summary
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The change within our industry is referred to at every event, 
in every report and probably in every meeting within the 
business travel and meetings sector. But dealing with change 
and grasping the salient elements to assess what’s a long-
term trend and should be acted upon, versus what should be 
discarded, is a tough job. And that job is made tougher when 
you’re right in the middle of that change.

At one end of our industry, we’ve got the travellers – dutiful 
executives toiling away to ensure business effectiveness – and 
at the other end, the suppliers – delivering transportation and 
hospitality services. The travellers are the end customers of the 
suppliers – the airlines, hoteliers, ground transportation providers 
and more who invest huge sums of money in the infrastructure 
needed to move and house these executives so they can do what 
they need to do in a safe, comfortable and cost-effective fashion. 

Like many sectors out there, change within the business 
travel sector is being driven by those at the outer edges of 
the supply chain – by the suppliers and travellers. But it’s 
those who are caught in the middle, setting and delivering 
travel management strategy, that need to understand these 
changes more than anyone. 

The 3D effect
While we can look at long-term predictions about the role of 
travel against a backdrop of mega socioeconomic changes over 
the next few decades, it’s the short to mid term which presents 
an immediate challenge to effective travel management. With 
challenges comes opportunity – the pressing need to craft out a 
new, more valuable function in the context of a new landscape. 

We can refer to these challenges as the three Ds – 
Demand, Data and Distribution: 

The changing business
travel landscape

Demand

Data Distribution 5



Probably one of the biggest variables 
right now, demand takes many forms 
and creates the environment in which 
the suppliers can react – from the 
geographical growth of business 
travel to the demographic needs of 
traveller types and the influence of our 
leisure experiences on business travel 
expectations. 

Ubiquitous growth
According to the Global Business Travel Association (GBTA), 
business travel spending in the top five European markets 
(UK, Germany, Italy, Spain and France) is expected to increase 
by 6.6% in 2015, to €156.8bn as overall spending picks up. 
Demand is up almost ubiquitously across the globe as the 
recessions caused by the credit crunch ease. High levels 
of demand create an environment where suppliers can 
concentrate on increasing yields and investing profits in  
new ways to do business. 

And while the growth of business travel demand helps 
to create the framework for change, it is the change in 
demographic and experiential demand which is having  
the biggest impact on our industry.

Demand
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The leisure effect
With the advent of Web 2.0 in the mid-noughties, travellers 
started to experience a different way of shopping for 
their leisure travel. The explosion of dynamic packaging 
in the leisure space a few years earlier, supported by the 
attributes of Web 2.0 (user-generated content, usability and 
interoperability) created a fight to attract the customer online 
through their portal of choice. While some high-street agents 
have remained strong, the onward decline of the leisure travel 
agent on our high street has been all too obvious. 

The introduction of user-generated content in the form 
of TripAdvisor heightened the draw for online booking 
and increased the benefits to the traveller in the search 
and shopping phases of leisure travel. This behaviour 
in our leisure lives has been replicated in a desire for the 
same types of information in our business lives. Business 
travellers want unfettered information, the feedback of their 
peers and the simplicity of booking that they have begun  
to expect in their holiday experiences.

According to a recent paper by Amadeus on changes to the 
business travel market: 
 

 

The introduction of the biggest accommodation disruptor 
of our time has exacerbated this issue in the last 18 months. 
Airbnb, founded in 2008, expanded into Europe in 2011-12 
and saw quick traction in the leisure sector. The idea that 
hundreds of thousands of new properties were available 
on the market, with peer-reviews and lower costs, was too 
much of a draw for the business travel sector.

Traveller interest, especially amongst the next generation 
community – fuelled by the other doyenne of our time, 
Uber – pushed the shared economy onto the agenda of 
every business travel conference across the world. It seems 
traveller expectations moved from wanting the experiences 
comparable to the leisure space to wanting exactly what was 
offered in the leisure space. Such demands have gathered 
momentum as the Gen Y travellers born in the 80s become 
mainstream mid-management and frequent travellers.

Naturally, and for all the reasons we know too well, demands 
like these can also conflict with the structured, compliant 
approaches of the traditional managed travel programme  
and procurement practices.

A significant proportion (63%) of travellers go online 
to research and book their leisure hotel themselves. 
This trend is now reflected in the behaviour of 
the business traveller with 69% of respondents 
admitting to spending time comparing hotel prices 
outside of their corporate travel system.
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More targeted products are being created using data to 
identify revenue opportunities. Those who control and 
manage spend within corporations are having to work hard to 
deal with relatively new inventory types in the form of ancillary 
services, such as luggage, lounges, upgrades, F&B, Wi-Fi etc. 
Such ancillary services are difficult for companies to track. 

IATA’s NDC project is a great example of the drive for 
effective use of data. The New Distribution Capability (NDC) 
is essentially a global airline project to provide rich content 
and personalised offerings to travellers through the use of 
sophisticated data from all types of sources. This project is 
created as a result of the effective methods the new entrant 
airlines adopted in the last few years. It’s also in response 
to the demands by travellers for more of that ‘Amazonised’ 
shopping experience they find elsewhere, which sees 
personalised offers and shopping support in the form  
of user-generated feedback. 

Of course data can be used in other ways too. The effective 
use of data can spawn new business models and these create 
disruptions for markets that have operated in a certain way 
for years. One such example is TripBAM, an online tool which 
captures travellers’ hotel booking data and then monitors 
hotel rates within a radius up to the date of stay to see if rates 
drop for equivalent properties. In the USA the use of this 
tool, and others like it, has led to hotel revenue management 
changes. The implications for the value of bigger hotel deals 
are plain to see.

In each of these specific supplier examples, data is changing 
market dynamics and supplier behaviour and this effect will 
increase as data speed and accuracy continue to grow.

Data

Data is often referred to as the new raw 
material for businesses. The last two years or 
more have seen suppliers combining massive 
amounts of data with sophisticated technology 
to better market their services to the traveller. 

Technology is giving devices a digital voice, and 
they will be talking about us – what we eat, where 
we are, how far we walk, how fast our hearts 
beat – which taken in their entirety, with a judicious 
application of cloud services and pervasive 
analytics, will reveal our most intimate details. 
Forget your concerns over the security of online 
transactions, or revealing too much on Facebook – 
the ‘system’ knows!

Fiona Graham, 
BBC News, Jan 2015
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The creepy factor of brands knowing too much 
about me is gone. Now we say, ‘Why doesn’t this 
company know more about me? Why are they 
sending me irrelevant offers? Why can’t they 
service me better?’

Jim Davidson, 
President, Farelogix

Source: Speaking at Travel Technology Europe 2015.
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The combination of new traveller demands, 
greater data capability, the influx of procurement 
and a focus on distribution effectiveness has led 
most suppliers, across air, ground and hotel, to 
seriously consider their distribution strategy. 
What they want is to be able to distinguish 
their products and services from those of 
their competitors, and to build loyalty with the 
customer through their chosen channels – all with 
the goal of increased revenues in mind, of course.

Fragmented distribution has always been an issue. In the airline 
sector, however, it was only minor until the early noughties when  
the low-cost carriers initially took to direct distribution strategies.

In the hotel sector, a high level of direct booking had prevailed 
as relationships with hotels were often held locally. Plus hotel 
payment systems were still awkward, making the business 
relatively unattractive to intermediaries like Travel Management 
Companies (TMCs). As the hotel booking sector became more 
structured and compliant, and booking specialist technology 
evolved for this sector, the airline sector went the opposite 
way – with the legacy carriers changing fare structures and 
providing core fares through the Global Distribution Systems 
(GDS) but ancillary services through their own direct sales 
channels. The increased fragmentation developed further 
as providers started to differentiate price by channel and the 
ancillary revenues of the airlines grew. 

However, despite a refreshing move towards more 
consolidated hotel distribution since 2000, corporate hotel 
programmes have recently started to become undermined by a 
new breed of metasearch engine. These big travel brands have 
invested heavily in attracting shopping requests through large 
marketing budgets, only to then flex their muscles and demand 
lower pricing and higher commissions once market share was 
gained. Not surprisingly, the success of these companies has 
meant that the giants of modern business have now started to 
get in on the act.

What’s key here is that while air travel remained predominantly 
leakage-free and hotels had always been difficult to control, 
the principles of managed travel remained true – that the 
focus should be on preferred supplier agreements, distributed 
through managed channels. But as we work our way through 
2015, hotel fragmentation is increasing after a period of 
relatively effective management while, for air travel, leakage 
to managed channels has grown. We are entering a new era 
where managing access to the vast majority of content is 
increasingly challenging. 

And there is a fourth, underpinning factor of change as we 
move towards 2020 – The Mobile Factor.

Distribution
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It is important to be able to distribute richer 
content so business travellers appreciate the 
difference between our hard product and services 
compared to other airlines. This is a key driver 
behind NDC and is particularly important to airlines 
that have invested in products and services that 
enhance the customer proposition.

Edward Millington-Jones, 
Sales Strategy Implementation Manager, British Airways

Source: Global Business Travel magazine 



The mobile factor – exacerbating the 3D effect
Since the demise of the traditional corporate handset, the 
BlackBerry, and the rise of the smartphone, the stage is set for 
greater traveller/supplier direct interaction. When BlackBerry 
ruled the corporate waves, the focus was on security and 
enterprise email. BlackBerry users and companies who 
espoused their use weren’t concerned with the fripperies  
of the app. But with server outages and security breaches 
putting paid to that, the second handsets which travellers had 
been using to supplement their travel experiences suddenly 
came to the fore. 

The era of bring your own device (BYOD) was born and the 
smartphone capabilities of Apple, Samsung, HTC etc. meant 
suppliers could use a rich communication channel to extend 
their brand into the hands of the traveller.

Of course the growth of mobile is well documented and, as  
we all know, yet to truly emerge in the form we know it will –  
à la Apple Watch and other communication apparel. CWT’s 
Carinne Saulet, Vice President, Global Product Management, 
highlighted at the CWT Exchange Conference 2014:  
“85% of customer interactions will be digital by 2020 and 
the number of devices per average household worldwide  
is expected to increase 500% in the next eight years.”

What mobile does is exacerbate the effect of the existing 
distribution, data and demand changes. The mobile handset 
gives the supplier far more data than the laptop or the PC. 
Real-time data will allow real-time offers, social media is always 
at hand and travellers can respond to both instantly, 24/7. 

So what will this all mean for the travel management 
programme of today and the drivers of those programmes?
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Expedia has had 17 million downloads of our app,  
and mobile web traffic doubles every 18 months.  
Tablet traffic doubles every 12 months and app  
traffic doubles every six months. On any given day, 
mobile accounts for 50% of our transactions.

John Kim, SVP Global Products, Expedia

Global smartphone market share by platform
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The implications for the corporation are clear.  
For many, the traditional approach of procurement 
and management through preferred channels is 
becoming increasingly challenging.

Programme leakage is not going away; in many cases  
it’s increasing. What’s more, traveller demands and the 
booking experience are taking up a significant amount of  
time. Suppliers are stepping up marketing and distribution 
efforts to impart brand values directly to the traveller and 
create loyalty and revenues, undermining company policies. 
And this is all underpinned by advances in technology. 

What this essentially means is that companies should  
stop, take a good look around and ask themselves some  
key questions to establish the level of control they wish 
to assert. This will help them design the appropriate 
procurement policies.

According to a report by the Global Business Travel 
Association (GBTA) entitled A Day in The Life: The Role 
of Travel Managers, “[Those managing travel]… see their 
positions shifting to a more strategic role, thanks in part 
to streamlining and automating processes. Today, travel 
managers’ responsibilities are dominated by tactical tasks, 
with a large focus on managing vendor relationships.”

The report also showed that “…travel policy compliance 
represents the biggest challenge for travel managers, both in 
ensuring that the travellers follow company policy as well as 
obtaining senior leadership buy-in for new policies. Additional 
common problems include keeping costs down, managing 
globalisation, using data to direct decision-making, and 
keeping up with technology advancements available  
for travel.”

In addition to technology, “…travel managers also expect 
to see an increased reliance on data and analytics to make 
decisions, further globalisation of travel programmes and  
an increased focus on safety and security in the next three  
to five years.”

The report goes on to state that while those responsible for 
travel management are currently being asked to calculate the 
impact of travel management on savings, actually quantifying 
those savings has proved difficult and ineffective. 

The implications for corporate travel programmes 
And for those who manage them

As it’s done in so many industries already, 
technology will transform the role of the travel 
manager over the next few years. Thanks to 
the automation of so many processes, travel 
managers will be able to expand their role and 
further demonstrate their value. 

Joseph Bates,  
Vice President of Research, GBTA 

Questions such as: 

• What are the objectives of my company?

• What is the objective of our travel programme 
 in this context?

• Does the cost of our existing programme outweigh 
	 the	benefit?

• Could we add more value to the organisation if we 
 changed our focus?

• Have we spoken honestly and openly with our suppliers 
 about their strategies?

• Is there a better way to work with suppliers?

• Do we really know what our travellers need/want?

• Are we sure we are getting best price through 
 traditional procurement?

• Do we truly understand what value each of our service 
 providers bring and how they are remunerated?

• Are our payment solutions fully aligned with 
 our objectives?

12



What is clear is that there’s a real need to rethink travel and 
meeting programmes and policies from the bottom up, 
and challenge the legacy approaches in favour of best-fit 
programmes. These are determined by five primary variables:

• corporate objectives

• travel programme objectives

• corporate culture (work ethic, age demographic, 
 geographical locations)

• market sector context

• payment strategies

In essence, the opportunity exists for the travel 
management owner to become more strategic and add 
more value to their business.

Travel management in the year 2020 could 
utilise innovative technologies that bias travel 
preferences via gamification and track travellers 
and their travel transactions through Universal 
Traveller IDs (UTIDs). Changing workforce 
demographics, the demise of GDSs, and new 
developments in virtual technologies will drive 
content fragmentation.

Source: The Garden of Good & Evil, 
a GBTA Foundation Wharton study.
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Evolving travel management eco-systems 
And their strategic personas

Taking into account the 3Ds of market change,  
a number of travel management ecosystems are 
evolving. These ecosystems are defined by the 
characteristics of both the programme and the 
senior stakeholder in the programme’s success. 

The lead role may be called many things in the future –  
travel and fleet manager, procurement director, collaboration 
manager, remote productivity manager, mobility manager – 
and it will vary by company, culture and objectives. 

Naturally, some companies may feel aligned to more than  
one ecosystem. We are not in any way suggesting that these 
ecosystems below are the only defined, evolving models.  
This paper merely seeks to encourage companies to think 
back to those key questions on page 12 and create a 
programme more fit for purpose. 
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The fundamental platforms
To begin with, we identified two travel management formats which set the foundation to determine a fit-for-purpose travel 
management ecosystem. The two fundamental platforms represent opposite ends of the spectrum as we see them today. 

Of course, it’s highly unlikely that your programme is clearly  
at one end of the spectrum. It is more likely to be somewhere 
along the linear scale between a liberated, open-booking 
approach and the commanding, mandated approach. 

In addition, there can also be hybrids of these two opposing 
travel management perspectives where some departments, 
subsidiaries or regions operate one way and others in  
another, or even across different travel sectors, such as air,  
rail, hotel etc. 

CommandingFundamental platform Liberating

Attributes Purchasing, policy, preferred suppliers, mandating, 
compliance and exception/saving KPIs.

Open booking or travel management 2.0. A relaxed 
focus on tightly managed channels in the face of a 
conflicting culture and market.

Programme objectives Cost management focused primarily. 

Travel consolidation and control globally, minimal 
policy variances. 

Travel management ROI metrics to demonstrate 
programme success.

Primarily empowerment focused.

Provides the environment for travellers to make 
the right choices within company culture. 

Traveller feedback is key.

Company culture Essentially the culture must be one where directives 
are mandated and compliance is strong. Suited to 
cultures where people don’t have the time or aren’t 
focused on travel and see the travel programme as it 
is without question.

Suited to increasingly youthful cultures 
or where people have high feelings of corporate 
citizenship. 

This approach allows the company to focus on 
servicing the traveller rather than controlling the 
traveller’s behaviour. Incentives and gamification 
play their part.

Benefits • Successful procurement and 
 contract management

• Strong compliance 

• Greater corporate control

• User choices are limited, meaning ease of use 

• Effectively managed programmes deliver 
 tangible savings 

• Reduces focus on procurement in 
 favour of user experience

• Traveller flexibility leads to increased 
 traveller satisfaction

• Less time dealing with internal 
 complaints

Challenges • Easily undermined by company, cultural 
 shift or supplier distribution strategies 

•  Need to invest in proprietary controls 
 to ensure data capture and duty of care 

• Demonstrating cost reduction can be 
 more difficult

The two fundamental platforms of evolving travel 
management ecosystems

Commanding

Liberating
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Once the fundamental platform is understood, 
you should consider further inputs regarding the 
so-called ‘strategic persona’ of your organisation 
to help devise an optimal travel management 
programme. These are related to the emerging 
primary stakeholder groups in modern travel and 
meetings management: HR, risk, finance, IT and 
marketing. 

The variance between each strategic persona is subtle. To the 
outside world the nuances may not be obvious but the impact 
on the travel management strategy cannot be underestimated. 
It will determine the necessary building blocks for success. 

The constant in each of the three models below is that each of 
them recognises that effective travel drives revenues or achieves 
organisational objectives which cannot be fulfilled another way. 
This is the key to the future of travel management success –  
a vision of investment and ROI rather than cost and control.

Strategic persona The Holist The Mitigator The Concierge

Attributes Company recognises that travel 
facilitates meetings which facilitate 
business. Here the format of the 
interaction and mobility are at the 
heart of the programme. 

Company recognises that travel 
poses significant challenges to the 
business. 

Focus is risk mitigation and 
outsourcing to avoid potential 
damage to the business.

Company recognises that travel 
should be made easy. The 
approach taken is to focus all 
efforts on providing the traveller 
with what they need in the most 
culturally suited way.

Benefits • Creates framework for full 
 integration with communication 
 technology such as video 
 conferencing and webinar

• Reduces costs through 
 challenging the need and 
 purpose of travel

• Leveraged experts bring savings 
 and enhanced processes to 
 market quicker

• Travellers feel valued and 
 supported when outside of the 
 office 

• Drives greater corporate 
 citizenship

Challenges • Risk that project will stall 
 without C-level sponsorship 
 and an understanding 
 work-force and culture

• Need to be aware of conflicts 
 of interest

• Cost reduction and process 
 enhancements in hands of others

• Can be costly and time- 
 consuming to get right

Travel 
programme 
objectives

Fully integrate travel with other 
meeting facilitation areas: 
meetings, incentives, conferences 
and events (MICE), fleet and 
communication technology. 

De-risk the travel programme. 

Outsource wherever possible. 

Focus on core business strengths.

Support the traveller at all costs 
and communicate effectively 
through media platforms. 

Travel 
programme 
attributes

• Outsourcing leverages expertise

• Focus is on cost benefits, a 
 wider staff pool and benchmarking 
 capabilities 

• Removes non-core functions from 
 day-to-day management and 
 limits risk

• Focus on technology and 
 communication platforms 

• VIP service desk

• Designed to minimise time 
 spent dealing with traveller 
 issues

• A key part of a company’s 
 mobility strategy

• Linked to becoming a more 
 efficient, digital business

Strategic travel management personas



Define your travel management ecosystem 

Now that you have defined your ‘fundamental platform’ and 
‘strategic travel management persona’ the role of defining your 
primary objectives and reviewing your core travel management 
needs becomes clearer as you combine the two. 

Whether you are a ‘Liberating-Concierge’ or a ‘Commanding-
Holist’, identifying your key stakeholders and the primary 
building blocks for your programme, becomes clearer too. 

Identify stakeholders for success Choose a valued supply mix

Focus aligned with 
company and objectives

Focus on fit-for-purpose programme elements

Corporate travel ecosystem example – 
The Liberating-Concierge

Fundamental 
platform #2
Liberating

Primary internal 
stakeholders

Data, IT, HR marketing 
and comms

Travel management programme building blocks

Data capture, social media, booking platform

Primary external 
stakeholders

Technology companies, 
strategic suppliers

Clear objective: provide the 
tools and freedom to support 
traveller choice

Strategic 
persona #2
The concierge

Travelling employee 
satisfaction increases

Performance
is enhanced
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Mobile will be the death of travel management  
as we know it today! However, mobile is… a part  
of a much larger trend in a global, random and  
decentralised online environment. Given that,  
a more differentiated observation would be:  
travel management as we know it will die,  
but a new form of ‘total process and data 
management’ will emerge. The focus should  
not be on the ‘what’ (where, how much, when)  
but rather on managing the ‘how’ (wherever, 
however, whenever)… Travel Managers should  
be the drivers of the future…

Andreas J.G. Welleaur 

Source: Is Mobile the Death of Travel Management – Yes of Course!,
KDS Resource Centre.



The expense and payment backbone
And the rise of virtual and mobile

The consistent needs
Whatever your evolving ecosystem, some things hold true.  
A travel programme requires some type of policy. Whether it’s 
the ‘do the best you can’ one-liner, a multiple page document 
detailing every travel and expense guideline possible or a 
decision-tree determining exactly what type of meeting is 
required and whether travel is needed, a defined policy and 
process are key. 

Every travel policy needs service providers, whether it’s a 
travel management company, a security and risk company or a 
meetings management company – or a combination of all three. 
But the extent to which these service providers are used will 
depend which ecosystem you are evolving into and what your 
inherent need is.

Every company also needs technology, from self-booking tools 
to data capture systems or social media platforms.

And – without exception – a primary, consistent building block 
which every travel programme needs is a robust payment and 
expense programme.

Whether you’re a ‘Commanding-Concierge’ or a ‘Liberating-
Mitigator’, having a simple and effective end-to-end payment 
solution, a complete data capture system and a methodology 
for using that data essentially underpins the success of the 
travel programme today. 

What’s clear is that the payment and data capture options 
are now multiple and varied. Gone are the days when you 
needed to book everything through one booking platform to 
ensure effective data. By using the right payment mix, you can 
dramatically improve the level of data you can access. Of course, 
this can also have an influence the founding decision on whether 
you retain a ‘Commanding-Concierge’ or move to a ‘Liberating-
Mitigator’ approach. 

Like many aspects of the modern world there are a growing 
number of ever-more sophisticated payment platforms, 
which provide different options at the point of sale. These 
solutions deploy a given payment type based on factors such 
as surcharging, credit terms, data etc. rather than committing 
to a single payment solution. More sophisticated payment 
approaches are being driven by advanced booking system 
technology and security systems.

A revolution in payment control and simplicity, 
virtual card numbers (VCNs) are the new standard 
for corporate payments. They are as dramatic an 
improvement in the way people pay each other as 
the introduction of cheques in the 17th century or 
plastic credit cards in the 20th century.

Simon Barker 
Chief Executive, Conferma
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Virtual, mobile and secure
All the talk of the payment sector right now is about the 
dramatic development pace in virtual and mobile payment 
solutions. Prototypes and even fully tested and implemented 
solutions are being launched all the time. The benefits of 
moving to a more virtual payment system are plain to see. 
Barclaycard has collaborated with Conferma to redefine 
the payment space through the deployment of virtual card 
technology, providing improved control and security, data 
capture and vastly streamlined payment processes and 
reconciliation capability. Furthermore, with mobile playing an 
ever-increasing role, the combination of virtual and mobile 
cannot be ignored – which is why the virtual card platform 
now offers mobile capabilities as well.

These virtual card platforms are easily integrated with 
the booking environment that corporations and travel 
managers use, allowing the payment mechanism to provide 
a consistent link between policy, compliance, booking tools, 
intermediaries, supplier negotiations and the expense 
management process.

Fulfilling corporate and traveller needs
Virtual cards allow configurable controls at the point of 
request (POR), such as the amount that can be charged, 
the date period and merchant category blocking. These 
configuration controls support both policy and spend 
compliance. The established payment network also means 
that as long as the supplier can fundamentally accept a card 
transaction then the unique card number allocated through 
virtual cards allows enhanced management information (MI) 
to be reconciled against every transaction. Naturally, this 
provides complete spend visibility.

Increasingly, key travel booking technology providers and 
intermediaries are investing in the integration of virtual card 
capability to support client and supplier needs. The integration 
of an application programming interface (API) to access virtual 
card capability can make the payment and reconciliation  
process seamless for all parties. 

Barclaycard’s virtual cards are accessible via apps such as TripPay 
from Conferma. So while the traveller doesn’t have an individual 
card to present for their hotel booking, for example, they are 
still able to access their account and this is integrated with their 
booking provider to allow visibility of their booking activity and 
payment method. This app also gives access to the hotel location 
via Apple Maps to provide the convenience that travellers expect 
as consumers. In addition, there’s an option to upload the traveller 
invoice directly to the reporting system for total convenience and 
spend visibility.

The ability for payment to allow flexibility in the structure of  
the travel programme is clear. The powerful combination  
of end-to-end processes and technology, combined with  
virtual and mobile solutions, creates the most solid payment  
platform yet on which to build a tailored, fit-for-purpose, travel 
management strategy.
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Conclusion

The business travel market is experiencing a huge 
amount of change from three key areas – demand, 
data and distribution. The travel management 
programmes of yesterday have tried to cater to 
these changes for the most part through ‘sticking 
plaster’ adjustments. As a result, we have moved 
slowly towards a situation where the corporate 
demands of tomorrow are not reflected in the 
strategy of today.

In many instances a fundamental review of the travel 
management programme, policies and the building 
blocks to support it are required. This includes a 
review of payment and expense solutions to utilise 
new functionality that virtual and mobile payment 
technologies are offering to both corporates and  
their end-users. 

Reviewing your strategies will help you identify 
opportunities to better align your travel programme 
strategy and ownership roles with the evolving 
culture and objectives of your organisation – 
generating maximum value in the process.
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Sources and further reading

The resources listed below were reviewed in the creation of this paper. They make an excellent list 
of further reading, although please note that some of the resources require paid access through 
associations or publications. 

• Amadeus: Future Traveller Tribes 2030 

• Amadeus: New dog, old tricks? Maverick travellers – is 
 behavioural change linked to generational change?

• Amadeus: Business Travel Insights, Hotels ‘360 2014

• Business Travel Executive: Travel In The Balance

• Business Travel IQ: We Know How To Buy But Have We 
 Mastered How To Pay 

• Conferma: Virtual Card Numbers, A Travel Managers Guide 

• GBTA Foundation: A Day in The Life: The Role of Travel 
 Managers sponsored by Sabre Travel Network 

• GBTA Foundation: The Travel Manager – Here Today, 
 Gone Tomorrow? 

• GBTA Foundation & CWT: Global Travel Price Outlook

• GBTA Foundation: Western Europe BTI & Outlook 

•  GBTA Foundation/Wharton: The Garden of Good and Evil – 
Travel Management in 2020

• Global Business Travel magazine: Leverage

• HRS: Content in King

• I2C: The Next Evolution in Commerce: Invisible Payments

• IATA: How NDC Will Affect Stakeholders – A World 
 Passenger Symposium Report-back

• ICEF Monitor: How Much Personalisation Do Today’s 
 Travel Consumers Want? 

• In Business: The Drunken Sailor

• KDS Resource Centre: Is Mobile The Death of 
 Travel Management?

• Scott Gillespie: Can Travel Managers Add Strategic 
 Value, Yes!

• The Company Dime: Data Management

• Wikipedia: The Definition of Web 2.0  

• Wikipedia: The Definition of Millennials/NextGen/GenY
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http://www.amadeus.com/web/amadeus/en_GB-GB/Amadeus-Home/Resources-and-downloads/Research-reports/1319477346995-Page-AMAD_DocumentsPpal?assetid=1319609444141&assettype=Categorizable_P
http://www.amadeus.com/web/binaries/blobs/862/811/Amadeus_UK_Business_Travel_Insights_2014_Hotels_360_LR,0.pdf
http://www.askbte.com/Main/AskBTEResearch/Travel_in_the_Balance_73318.aspx
http://businesstravel-iq.com/article/blog/jean-michel-kadaner/2015/03/03/we-know-how-to-buy-but-have-we-mastered-how-to-pay
http://www3.gbta.org/l/5572/2014-11-03/xgp4m
http://www.gbta.org/Education/Pages/15dl0224.aspx
http://www.gbta.org/foundation/pressreleases/Pages/rls_111314.aspx
https://hub.gbta.org/groups/reviews/item/20/11/1415
http://www.gbta.org/magazine/Pages/Leverage_Mar_April.aspx
http://hrscorporate.com/whitepapers-content-is-king.php
http://www.iata.org/events/passenger-symposium/Pages/NDC-experts-WPS-news.aspx
http://monitor.icef.com/2015/03/much-personalisation-todays-travel-consumers-want/
http://www.inbusiness.travel
http://resourcecenter.kds.com/2015/02/27/is-mobile-the-death-of-travel-management-yes-of-course/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/travel-managers-choose-your-career-path-scott-gillespie
http://www.thecompanydime.com/data-management/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_2.0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Millennials
https://www.conferma.com/downloads/9_Conferma%20White%20Paper.pdf
http://www3.gbta.org/l/5572/2014-08-06/x3kvm
http://www.pymnts.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/The-Next-Evolution-in-Commerce-Invisible-Payments.pdf
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